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Lesson 7

1.

What benefit was derived from eating of the Tree of Life?
 Discernment between good and evil
 Spiritual life
 Perpetual physical life
 Righteousness

2. From what tree were Adam and Eve forbidden to eat?

3.

deception
__________________________.

10. Fill in the blanks. Satan began his temptation of Eve by casting doubt
Word
on the _________________
of God, and then proceeded to cast doubt
goodness
on the __________________________
of God.

What did God warn would happen if Adam and Eve ate the forbidden
fruit? (See Genesis 2:16-17)

12. Fill in the blank. When Satan tempted Eve, he did so by appealing to

glory and pleasure
Fill in the blanks. God receives maximum _____________________
sin
from one who lives with the continual possibility of _________
and

Who directly orchestrated the temptation of Eve and plotted to bring
about the fall of mankind?
Satan
_______________________________________________________

enmity
6. Fill in the blanks. “And I will put ____________________
between
woman
thee and the ____________________, and between thy seed and her
head
seed; it shall bruise thy __________________,
and thou shalt bruise
heel
his _________________.
” (Genesis 3:15)

7.

with those under God’s protection, Satan chose a different tactic: ____

death
11. Complete the sentence. Sin always leads to _____________________.

righteousness
yet consistently chooses ___________________________.

5.

9. Complete the sentence. Knowing that he could not win an open war

The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
_______________________________________________________

 They would be driven out of the Garden.
 They would become as gods.
 They would become sinners.
 They would die.
4.

Questions & Answers 3

Who is the “seed of the woman” prophesied in Genesis 3:15?
Jesus
_______________________________________________________

8. According to 1 John 3:8, what is the purpose for which the Son of God
was manifested?
That He might destroy the works of the devil.
_______________________________________________________

natural and God-given
___________________________________________
bodily drives.

13. Fill in the blank. “…When [Satan] speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his
liar
own: for he is a _______________,
and the father of it.” (John 8:44)

14. Fill in the blanks. When cars are driven recklessly, the fault lies not with
manufacturer
car
the ____________,
and not with its _______________________,
but
driver
with the ____________________.

15. Fill in the blanks. “But every man is tempted, when he is drawn away
his own lust
of ______________________________,
and enticed. Then when lust
sin
hath conceived, it bringeth forth ___________:
and sin, when it is
death
finished, bringeth forth ______________________.
” (James 1:14–15)

16. According to Proverbs 9:10, what is the beginning of wisdom?
The fear of the Lord
_______________________________________________________

17. At what point in history did God prepare Christ to be the Savior of the
world?
 After the fall
 After creating the Garden of Eden
 Before creating the world
 When Christ was born 2000 years ago

